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TORQUE MONITORING FOR 
ELECTRIC DRIVE SHIPS
MEASUREMENT FOR HIGH EMI ENVIRONMENTS



Application: Torque Monitoring for Electric Drive Ships (in a high EMI 

environment) 

Wireless torque measurement for new designs of large ships 

Industry: Marine 

Product: AT-4400 

Parameters measured: Torque 

When a government laboratory needed to monitor torque in the presence of high EMI 

from variable speed drive circuitry, they found that their legacy FM telemetry systems 

were not able to reliably transfer data. In searching for an alternative, they found 

Accumetrics’ website, and recognized that digital telemetry would be a likely solution. 

The AT-4400 was identified as a unit of choice. The needs for the system were:  

 No dropouts (gaps in data) or distortion due to EMI interference

 Long term operation (no batteries)

 High resolution

A demonstrator AT-4400 was tested in an EMI susceptibility chamber and found to far 

surpass the older existing telemetry systems’ EMI capability during swept frequency 

testing. An AT-4400 system was obtained for a large drive shaft and has been shown to 

be capable of withstanding modern ship operating requirements as seen in DD(X) and 

other high power/ highly noise prone AC drive designs.  

The AT-4400 samples at 26,484 samples per second, and has outstanding accuracy, noise 

floor, and resolution (16 bit).  

http://www.accumetrix.com/SingleChannelTelemetry/AT4400


 

  

 

 The top picture shows a split clamp-collar glass laminate (G10) transmitter collar 

surrounded by a rigid phenolic pickup loop for induction power and data. 

 The middle picture shows the front of the Receiver, with on-the-fly shunt 

calibration control (controlling a shunt resistor at the rotating transmitter).   

 The bottom picture shows the AT-4400 Receiver rear view. The Receiver is the 

digital to analog 0 +/- 10V output device. The open panel shows the fine adjust 

gain, offset, and symmetry controls, the coarse gain and offset controls, and the 

output signal filter control.  
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